Comparison of the efficacy and safety of pregabalin for postherpetic neuralgia in Chinese and international patients

Purpose: Pregabalin is indicated for postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) in multiple countries, including China. This analysis compared pregabalin efficacy and safety in Chinese and international patients with PHN.

Patients and methods: Data from Chinese and international randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials were compared. Pregabalin was administered at fixed (150, 300, or 600 mg/day) or flexible (150–600 mg/day) doses. The main efficacy measure was mean pain score change at endpoint on an 11-point numeric rating scale ranging from 0 = no pain to 10 = worst possible pain. Secondary efficacy measures included proportions of 30% and 50% pain responders, pain-related sleep interference (PRSI) scores, and proportions of Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC) responders. The incidences of serious adverse events (SAEs) and adverse events (AEs) were used to assess safety. The effect of baseline pain severity on efficacy was tested. The proportions of patients with severe baseline pain who had moderate or mild pain at endpoint were also assessed.

Results: A total of 1166 patients were analyzed: 312 Chinese and 854 international. Overall, results were similar between Chinese and international patients. Pregabalin statistically significantly improved mean pain score versus placebo (least squares mean difference [95% CIs]: Chinese, –0.8 [–1.2, –0.5]; international, –1.3 [–1.6, –1.0]; both \( p < 0.001 \)). Pregabalin was statistically significantly better than placebo in Chinese and international patient groups in the proportions of 30% and 50% pain responders, PRSI scores, and proportions of PGIC responders. Baseline pain severity did not affect efficacy, except for some measures in Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain. Similar proportions of pregabalin-treated patients with severe baseline pain had moderate or mild pain at endpoint in both groups. SAE and AE profiles were comparable in Chinese and international patient groups, except incidences were commonly higher in international patients.

Conclusion: Chinese and international patients with PHN exhibit comparable pregabalin efficacy and safety, highlighting the utility of pregabalin for diverse PHN patient populations.
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Introduction

Postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is a neuropathic pain condition that arises in response to acute herpes zoster infection.\(^1,2\) The reported incidence of PHN ranges from 5% to 30% of infected adults\(^3^-^8\) and increases with age.\(^3^-^8\) PHN-related pain negatively affects sleep as well as reducing quality of life, physical and social functioning, and psychological well-being.\(^9^-^11\)

Pregabalin is an \(\alpha_2-\delta\) calcium channel subunit ligand indicated globally for the treatment of PHN-related pain, including in the USA\(^12\) and across Europe.\(^13\) The efficacy
and safety of pregabalin for PHN have been demonstrated in multiple international clinical trials.\textsuperscript{14–17} In these trials, pregabalin statistically significantly improved pain and disrupted sleep versus placebo, and patients were more likely to report a 30\% or 50\% improvement in pain, and global improvement, with pregabalin over placebo.\textsuperscript{14–17} However, few patients in these international trials were Asian or of Asian origin. More recently, clinical trials on pregabalin efficacy and safety for PHN have been conducted specifically in Chinese patients.\textsuperscript{18,19} In these Chinese trials, pregabalin also statistically significantly improved pain and disrupted sleep versus placebo, and patients were more likely to report a 30\% improvement in pain, or global improvement, with pregabalin over placebo.\textsuperscript{18,19} Pregabalin is also indicated for PHN-related pain in China.\textsuperscript{20} Although pregabalin is minimally metabolized and therefore there is no reason to anticipate that its effectiveness would be different in different patient populations,\textsuperscript{12} whether the efficacy and safety profiles of pregabalin are similar in Chinese and international patient populations has not been tested. The objective of this post-hoc analysis was to compare the efficacy and safety of pregabalin in Chinese patients with PHN with an international patient population with PHN. The impact of baseline pain severity on efficacy responses in the two patient groups was also examined.

Materials and methods

Studies included in the post-hoc analysis

In total, 13 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials were considered for inclusion in the current study. Two trials were specifically conducted in Chinese patients (ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers: NCT00301223 and NCT01455428),\textsuperscript{18,19} and both were included in the analysis. Of the remaining 11 trials under consideration for inclusion in the international patient group, seven were excluded for the following reasons: did not complete (one trial); tested a controlled release formulation of pregabalin (one trial); duration shorter than 8 weeks (three trials); patient populations ethnically similar to Chinese patients (Japan and Korea, one trial each). As a result of exclusions, four trials were included in the international patient group. These trials were conducted in patients from Australia, Europe, and North America.\textsuperscript{14–17} The international trials were conducted before trial registration was required, so no ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers are available. All six of the trials included in this post-hoc analysis were originally approved by the institutional review board or ethics committee for each participating investigational center, and were conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. Each patient provided written informed consent to participate in the trial. No new patients were recruited for this post-hoc analysis.

The Chinese trials took place between February 2006 and January 2014, and the international trials between February 1999 and December 2002. One of the Chinese trials was in patients with PHN only, whereas the second was in patients with PHN or painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy (pDPN). Of the international trials, three were in PHN patients only, and one was in patients with PHN or pDPN. In those studies with a mixed PHN/pDPN patient sample, only those patients with PHN were included in the current analysis. Patient inclusion and exclusion criteria were similar across all the trials. Briefly, male or female patients aged 18 years were required to have neuropathic pain associated with PHN for >3 months after the healing of acute herpes zoster rash. Patients in the international trials could be of any race, but patients in the Chinese trials had to be ethnically Chinese. At screening and randomization, patients had to score ≥40 mm on the 100 mm visual analog scale of the Short Form-McGill Pain Questionnaire. Furthermore, patients at randomization were required to have completed ≥4 daily pain diaries over the previous 7 days and have a mean daily pain score of ≥4, based on an 11-point numeric rating scale (NRS) ranging from 0 = no pain to 10 = worst possible pain. Exclusion criteria included a mean pain score <4 on the NRS for the 7 days prior to randomization and the presence of other severe pain that, in the opinion of the investigator, may have impaired the assessment of pain due to PHN. Medications commonly used for treatment of PHN, and antiepileptics, including gabapentin, were excluded. Patients with clinically significant conditions such as respiratory, hematologic, hepatic, or cardiovascular disease, or those with clinically significant or unstable medical or psychological conditions, were also excluded. The double-blind treatment phase for each of the Chinese trials lasted for 8 weeks. In the international trials, double-blind treatment lasted for 8–13 weeks. In Chinese trials, patients were randomized to receive placebo or pregabalin at a fixed dose of 300 mg/day or a flexible dose of 150–600 mg/day. In the international trials, patients were randomized to receive placebo or pregabalin at fixed doses of 150, 300, or 600 mg/day or a flexible dose of 150–600 mg/day. The primary efficacy endpoint for all the trials was the endpoint mean pain score based on the NRS.

Efficacy measures

All efficacy measures were assessed at endpoint, which was set at 8 weeks for each patient group to enable simple
comparison between groups. The main efficacy measure was the change in mean pain score from baseline, based on the NRS. The least squares (LS) mean difference and associated 95% CIs for pregabalin versus placebo were calculated. Secondary measures included the proportions of 30% and 50% pain responders, ie, those patients who reported a ≥30% or ≥50% improvement in mean pain score from baseline. These are clinically meaningful improvements in pain relief corresponding to moderate (≥30%) and substantial improvements (≥50%).21 The time to onset of pain relief was defined as the first day on which the patient’s daily pain score decreased by ≥1 point relative to baseline, and who had ≥30% pain response at endpoint.21 Median values were not available for all treatment arms in each patient group, therefore the time to onset for the first quartile of patients, ie, the first 25% of patients who experienced pain relief as defined previously, are presented. Sleep disruption was assessed using a daily pain-related sleep interference (PRSI) score, based on an 11-point NRS, ranging from 0 = pain does not interfere with sleep, to 10 = pain completely interferes with sleep. The LS mean difference and associated 95% CIs for pregabalin versus placebo were calculated. Overall improvement was assessed using the 7-point Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC) (scores range from “very much worse” to “very much improved”). PGIC responders were identified as those patients reporting symptoms as “much improved” or “very much improved” at endpoint, corresponding to moderate and substantial overall improvements, respectively.21

Safety measures
The incidences of treatment-emergent serious adverse events (SAEs) and adverse events (AEs) reported throughout the duration of the trials were used to assess safety. SAEs and AEs were summed separately for the Chinese and international patient groups. Those AEs occurring in ≥5% of any treatment arm (placebo or pregabalin) of any patient group (Chinese or international) were included for comparison. Discontinuation rates, including discontinuations due to lack of efficacy and AEs related to study drug, were also calculated for each treatment group in the Chinese and international patient groups.

Statistical analysis
Mean pain score and PRSI score at endpoint were analyzed using a mixed model repeated measures analysis, with baseline pain or sleep, treatment, and study as variables. Missing data were imputed by the last observation carried forward method. Time to onset of pain relief was assessed using Kaplan-Meier analysis, with statistical significance determined using a log-rank test. Statistical comparisons were made for pregabalin versus placebo, with significance set at p<0.05. Statistical comparisons between the Chinese and international patient groups were not made.

To examine the effect of baseline pain severity on efficacy outcomes, patients were stratified by baseline mean pain score. Patients with a mean pain score ≥4 to <7 were categorized as having moderate baseline pain, and those with a score ≥7 to 10 were categorized as having severe baseline pain. Because patients were required to have a baseline mean pain score ≥4 to participate in the original clinical trials, patients with mild pain, ie, a score <4, were excluded from this analysis. The proportions of patients with severe baseline pain who had moderate or mild pain at endpoint were assessed. Patients were analyzed by treatment and by patient group. Missing data were imputed by the baseline observation carried forward method. No statistical comparisons were made for this analysis.

Results
Data from 1166 patients with PHN were included in the analysis; 312 were Chinese and 854 were international patients. Of the Chinese patients, 141 (45.2%) received placebo and 171 (54.8%) received pregabalin. Of the international patients, 273 (32.0%) received placebo and 581 (68.0%) received pregabalin. Table 1 shows the patient demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline. In general, Chinese patients were mostly younger than the international patients, whilst the vast majority of international patients were white. A larger proportion of Chinese patients were male than international patients. Baseline mean pain scores and PRSI scores were slightly lower in Chinese patients, indicating less disruptive pain and sleep. A larger proportion of patients in the Chinese group had moderate compared with severe baseline pain. In the international group, the proportions of patients with moderate and severe baseline pain were similar. Baseline mean pain scores in patients with moderate pain were similar in the Chinese and international groups, as were scores in patients with severe pain. Similarly, PRSI scores at baseline in patients with moderate pain were similar in the Chinese and international patient groups, as were scores in the patients with severe pain. In pregabalin-treated Chinese patients, 111 (64.9%) were taking a fixed dose and 60 (35.1%) a flexible dose. In pregabalin-treated international patients, 546 (94.0%) were taking a fixed dose and 35 (6.0%) a flexible dose. In Chinese patients, the mean (SD) daily pregabalin dose (flexible and fixed dose) was 364.5 (135.2) mg. In international patients, the mean daily dose was 332.4 (174.4) mg.
Overall, pregabalin efficacy was similar between the Chinese and international patient groups. At endpoint, pregabalin statistically significantly reduced (improved) mean pain score versus placebo in the total patient samples from the Chinese and international groups (both p<0.0001) (Figure 1A). The reduction in mean pain score was larger in the international patients compared with the Chinese patients. When patients were analyzed by baseline pain severity, pregabalin statistically significantly improved mean pain scores in Chinese patients with severe baseline pain and international patients with moderate or severe baseline pain (all p<0.0001). There was a trend toward improvement with pregabalin over placebo in Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain (p=0.0876).

The effect of pregabalin on pain relief was further assessed by examining the proportion of patients who achieved a 30% or 50% pain response with pregabalin or placebo treatment (Figure 1B and C); 30% and 50% reductions in pain are considered clinically meaningful.21 Results were comparable between Chinese and international patient groups. In both the Chinese and international total patient samples, the proportions of 30% and 50% pain responders were statistically significantly greater for pregabalin versus placebo (all p<0.001). Pain responder rates were also statistically significantly greater for pregabalin versus placebo in the Chinese and international patient groups irrespective of baseline pain severity (all p<0.05). A larger proportion of Chinese patients were 30% and 50% pain responders with pregabalin compared with international patients, in the total patient sample and irrespective of baseline pain severity.

Based on Kaplan-Meier analysis, the time to onset of pain relief for the first quartile of patients was statistically significantly faster for pregabalin versus placebo in the total patient samples of the Chinese and international groups (both p<0.0001) (Table 2). The time to onset of pain relief was also statistically significantly faster for pregabalin versus placebo in the Chinese and international patient groups irrespective of baseline pain severity (all p<0.01). The time to onset of pain relief with pregabalin was similar between the Chinese and international patient groups, in the total patient samples and irrespective of baseline pain severity.

Pregabalin statistically significantly reduced (improved) PRSI score versus placebo in the total patient samples of the Chinese and international groups (both p<0.001) (Figure 2). The improvement in PRSI scores was greater in the international patients compared with the Chinese

| Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Characteristic   | Chinese (N = 312) | International (N = 854) |
|                  | Placebo (n = 141) | Pregabalin (n = 171) | Placebo (n = 273) | Pregabalin (n = 581) |
| Number of patients, n (%) | 141 (100) | 90 (63.8) | 51 (36.2) | 171 (100) | 114 (66.7) | 57 (33.3) | 273 (100) | 149 (54.6) | 124 (45.4) | 581 (100) | 296 (50.9) | 285 (49.1) |
| Male, n (%) | 80 (56.7) | 49 (54.4) | 31 (60.8) | 87 (50.9) | 56 (49.1) | 31 (54.4) | 133 (48.7) | 71 (47.7) | 62 (50.0) | 264 (45.4) | 128 (43.2) | 136 (47.7) |
| Age, years, mean (SD) | 64.4 (9.1) | 64.0 (9.3) | 64.9 (8.8) | 64.2 (8.5) | 66.3 (7.8) | 71.3 (10.7) | 70.2 (11.1) | 72.7 (10.2) | 71.0 (10.5) | 70.7 (10.9) | 71.0 (10.1) |
| Race, n (%) | 0 (0) | 0 (0) | 0 (0) | 0 (0) | 141 (100) | 90 (63.8) | 51 (36.2) | 171 (100) | 114 (66.7) | 57 (33.3) | 273 (100) | 149 (54.6) | 124 (45.4) | 581 (100) | 296 (50.9) | 285 (49.1) |
| PRSI score, mean (SD) | 6.3 (1.3) | 5.5 (0.8) | 7.8 (0.6) | 6.1 (1.5) | 5.2 (0.8) | 7.9 (0.9) | 6.7 (1.5) | 5.6 (0.9) | 8.0 (0.9) | 6.8 (1.5) | 5.6 (0.9) | 8.0 (0.9) |
| PRSI score, mean (SD) | 4.7 (2.0) | 4.0 (1.9) | 5.9 (1.8) | 4.1 (2.5) | 3.4 (2.0) | 5.7 (2.6) | 4.6 (2.6) | 3.9 (2.1) | 5.5 (2.1) | 4.8 (2.6) | 3.8 (2.1) | 5.9 (2.5) |

Notes: Mean pain scores were based on an 11-point NRS, where 0 = no pain and 10 = worst possible pain. PRSI scores were based on an 11-point NRS, where 0 = pain does not interfere with sleep, and 10 = pain completely interferes with sleep. Patients categorized as having moderate pain had mean pain scores of ≥4 to <7 at baseline. Patients categorized as having severe pain had mean pain scores ≥7 at baseline. Patients with mild pain (mean pain score <4) were excluded from the study.

Abbreviations: NRS, numeric rating scale; PRSI, pain-related sleep interference.
Figure 1 Placebo-adjusted mean pain scores, and 30% and 50% pain responder rates, at endpoint by patient group and baseline pain severity.

Notes: Comparison of endpoint placebo-adjusted mean pain scores (A), and 30% (B) and 50% (C) pain responder rates for pregabalin versus placebo treatment, between Chinese and international patients. Data in (A) are presented as the LS mean difference between pregabalin and placebo. Error bars are the 95% CIs. Lower scores in (A) indicate better pain relief. Comparison was made for the total patient sample in each group, and for those patients categorized as having moderate pain (mean pain score ≥4 to <7) or severe pain (mean pain score ≥7 to 10) at baseline. Patients with mild pain (mean pain score <4) were excluded from the study. *p*-values for pregabalin versus placebo are as indicated.

Abbreviation: LS, least squares.
patients. Pregabalin also statistically significantly improved PRSI scores versus placebo in Chinese patients with severe baseline pain and in international patients with moderate or severe baseline pain (all \( p<0.0001 \)). In Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain, there was no statistical difference between pregabalin and placebo (\( p=0.4561 \)).

**Table 2** Kaplan-Meier estimates of the time to onset of pain relief by patient group and pain severity at baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient group</th>
<th>Time to onset (days)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chinese</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7–n/a</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6–21</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3–8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12–n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>26–n/a</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5–n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregabalin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *The first 25% of patients who had onset of pain relief by the day listed.
Time to onset of pain relief defined as the first day on which the patient’s daily pain score decreased by \( \geq 1 \) point relative to baseline, and who had \( \geq 30\% \) pain response at endpoint. Patients categorized as having moderate pain had mean pain scores of \( \geq 4 \) to \(< 7 \) at baseline. Patients categorized as having severe pain had mean pain scores \( \geq 7 \) at baseline. Patients with mild pain (mean pain score \(< 4 \)) were excluded from the study. \( p \)-values are for pregabalin versus placebo.

**Abbreviation:** n/a, not available.

The proportion of PGIC responders was statistically significantly greater for pregabalin versus placebo in the total patient samples of the Chinese and international groups (both \( p<0.0001 \)) (Figure 3). The proportion of PGIC responders was also statistically significantly greater for pregabalin versus placebo in Chinese and international patients irrespective of baseline pain severity (all \( p<0.01 \)). A greater proportion of Chinese patients were PGIC responders with pregabalin than international patients, in the total patient samples and irrespective of baseline pain severity.

To further examine the clinical effectiveness of pregabalin, we determined the proportion of patients with severe baseline pain (mean pain score \( \geq 7 \) to 10 on an 11-point NRS) who shifted pain severity category to moderate pain (mean pain score \( \geq 4 \) to \(< 7 \)) or mild pain (mean pain score \(< 4 \)), at study endpoint. The proportion of Chinese or international patients with severe baseline pain who had moderate or mild pain at endpoint following treatment is shown in Figure 4. In both Chinese and international patients, a greater proportion of patients had shifted from severe pain at baseline to moderate or mild pain at endpoint with pregabalin compared with placebo. In the Chinese patient group, 68.4\% of pregabalin-treated patients with severe baseline pain had moderate or mild pain at endpoint, compared with 46.7\% of pregabalin-treated patients with severe baseline pain in the international group.

In the Chinese patient group, no SAEs occurred in patients receiving placebo, whereas three (1.8\%) pregabalin-treated patients experienced SAEs. In the international patient group, eight (2.9\%) patients receiving placebo experienced SAEs compared with 25 (4.3\%) pregabalin-treated patients.

Table 3 shows the incidences of AEs occurring in \( \geq 5\% \) of patients with either pregabalin or placebo treatment for the
Pregabalin in different PHN populations

Dizziness, peripheral edema, somnolence, constipation, and dry mouth were among the most common AEs with pregabalin treatment in the Chinese and international patient groups. Increased weight, headache, and blurred vision were also among the commonest AEs in international patients. No major differences were observed in the pregabalin AE profiles between the Chinese and international patient groups, except that incidences were generally higher in international patients. Discontinuation rates were generally lower in Chinese patients than in international patients. In Chinese patients, 26 (18.4%) patients who received placebo discontinued, and 20 (11.7%) pregabalin-treated patients discontinued. In international patients, 72 (26.4%) patients who received placebo discontinued, and 173 (29.8%) of pregabalin-treated patients discontinued. In pregabalin-treated Chinese patients, 0 patients and seven (4.1%) patients discontinued due to a lack of efficacy and pregabalin-related AEs, respectively. In pregabalin-treated international patients, 45 (7.7%) patients and 88 (15.1%) patients discontinued due to a lack of efficacy and pregabalin-related AEs, respectively.

Discussion

The results of this post-hoc analysis show that the efficacy and safety of pregabalin for PHN are similar in Chinese and international patient populations. In the Chinese and international total PHN patient samples, pregabalin improved pain relief and disrupted sleep versus placebo, and more patients reported to be 30% and 50% pain responders, and PGIC responders, for pregabalin over placebo. The time to onset of pain relief was faster for pregabalin versus placebo. Finally, the AE profiles of pregabalin were similar between the Chinese and international patient groups. Some differences were observed between the total patient samples for the Chinese and international patient groups. Pregabalin improved mean pain scores and PRSI scores to a lesser extent in the Chinese patients compared with the international patients. This may be because mean pain scores and PRSI scores at baseline were slightly lower in the Chinese patients, so there was less room for improvement.
It could also be because there were fewer Chinese patients than international patients. However, the proportions of pain responders in the total patient samples of the Chinese and international patient groups were similar and appeared to be larger in the Chinese patients. Thus, despite the fact that the absolute change in mean pain score was smaller in Chinese patients compared with the international patients, a considerable proportion of Chinese patients exhibited clinically meaningful improvements in pain relief. Also, a larger proportion of Chinese patients with severe baseline pain had moderate or mild pain at endpoint compared with international patients. In addition, no pregabalin-treated Chinese patients discontinued treatment because of a lack of efficacy compared with 45 (7.7%) of international pregabalin-treated patients, further highlighting the apparent effectiveness of pregabalin in the Chinese patient population. The pain data are supported by the larger proportion of Chinese patients exhibiting clinically meaningful overall improvement compared with international patients, as assessed by PGIC responder rates. The pregabalin AE profiles of the total patient samples were very similar, except that incidences were generally higher in the international patients, including for SAEs. Discontinuation rates were also higher in the international patients compared with the Chinese patients. This may be due to the generally shorter duration of the Chinese trials and smaller Chinese patient sample. The international patients were on average older than the Chinese patients, which may also have affected the incidences of AEs and SAEs.

In international patients, pregabalin was significantly better than placebo for all efficacy measures irrespective of baseline pain severity. The same was not true for the Chinese patient group. Although Chinese patients with severe baseline pain also exhibited statistically significantly better efficacy with pregabalin over placebo for all efficacy measures, there was no statistical difference between pregabalin and placebo in improving pain relief or sleep disruption in patients with moderate baseline pain. However, Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain had similar pain and PGIC responder rates to Chinese patients with severe baseline pain, which indicates that those with moderate baseline pain were experiencing clinically meaningful improvements in pain, and overall. The reason for lack of effect of pregabalin on mean pain scores and PRSI scores in Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain is not clear, but it may be due to smaller room for improvement in these patients versus their counterparts with severe pain. Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain had larger placebo responses for these efficacy endpoints compared with Chinese patients with severe baseline pain, which may also have contributed to pregabalin’s lack of effect in the former. Further analysis in a larger sample of Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain may help to answer these questions.

These findings extend results from previous studies of pregabalin for PHN. A systematic review and meta-analysis of four trials for doses of pregabalin ≥300 mg/day reported a reduction in pain NRS scores of −1.57 for pregabalin versus placebo. This is similar to the placebo-adjusted pain improvement reported here in international patients, but greater than that observed in Chinese patients. In a post-hoc analysis of five trials, the time to onset of pain relief in the first quartile of patients was 2 days for pregabalin doses of 150, 300, and 600 mg/day compared with 18 days for placebo. The values for pregabalin are remarkably similar to those reported here. Importantly, the definition of time to
onset of pain relief in the article by Sharma et al23 is identical to that used in the current analysis. Two post-hoc analyses have examined the effect of sleep disturbance on pregabalin efficacy in more detail. Data from seven trials showed that pregabalin statistically significantly improved pain scores in the total PHN cohort versus placebo (placebo-adjusted LS mean difference, −1.08), and in patients categorized with mild, moderate, or severe baseline sleep disruption.25 The greatest improvement occurred in patients with severe sleep disruption. In a separate analysis of the same seven trials, the time to improvement in PRSI scores for the first quartile of patients with pregabalin was 2 days for all doses of pregabalin combined (75, 150, 300, 600, and flexible 150–600 mg/day).26 A previous analysis of nine studies also examined the shift in pain severity category from baseline to endpoint in a mixed PHN/DPN population.27 In this analysis, approximately two thirds of PHN/DPN patients with severe baseline pain who received a flexible dose of pregabalin (150–600 mg/day) had moderate or mild pain at baseline. These data are similar to the findings in the current study.

This study had several limitations. Patients were subject to the strict inclusion and exclusion criteria of the original clinical trials, therefore the findings may not be generalizable to the wider PHN population. Although the international patient group did not contain any Asian patients, some may have been of Asian origin. The length of the trials was different between the two patient groups, although the same 8-week endpoint was used for all efficacy analyses in both patient groups. The Chinese group had considerably fewer patients than the international group. Aside from race, there were minor differences in the baseline demographic and clinical characteristics between the patient groups, for instance gender and age. The proportions of patients with moderate or severe baseline pain differed between the patient groups. Finally, patients with mild pain were excluded from the study.

Conclusion
In summary, the efficacy and safety of pregabalin for PHN are similar between Chinese and international patients. Although the magnitude of absolute pain reduction and sleep disruption improvement was greater in international patients compared with Chinese patients, greater proportions of Chinese patients were pain responders and PGIC responders at endpoint, and a greater proportion of Chinese patients with severe baseline pain had moderate or mild pain with pregabalin at endpoint compared with international patients. Baseline pain severity did not appear to affect pregabalin efficacy, except for some measures in Chinese patients with moderate baseline pain. These data highlight the utility of pregabalin for diverse patient groups for the treatment of PHN.
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